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Dear Reader

After an overwhelming response to the previous volume, we are back again with 'Teaching Tales,

Learning Lore - Volume 2'. Stories of the classroom, school, and teaching-learning are so numerous that

a single volume would never do justice to the varied experiences of teachers, students and, everyone in

between and beyond. 

In our attempt to give you a glimpse into this world, we resume our journey by continuing some old

stories and bringing to you some new tales which give you a peep into a teacher's mind, capture the

raw emotions of first-time teachers, dive into the challenges faced by special educators, acquaint us

with the realities that children live in and a lot more. 

We hope you have a good time reading through this issue and have something to take away from each

story that the contributors have lived. Happy Reading!

Yours,
Chalk Out

An Ed-zine from the education students of
School of Arts and Sciences

Azim Premji University, Bangalore
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From Student to a Teacher in the Making
- A Learning Journey (Part 2)
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In the summer of 2014, I got an opportunity to visit Nrityagram for a summer

workshop. During the camp, I was mesmerised by the stunning and intimate

performance by renowned Odissi dancers Guru Bijayini Satpathy and Surupa Sen.

I returned home wanting to learn Odissi.

But in a small-town like Phaltan, no one

even knew of Odissi. 

Somehow, my father managed to get an

appointment with a senior dancer who

lived in Pune. She had stopped teaching

beginners long ago but decided to

teach me on the weekends after

observing some basic steps that I learnt

at the workshop.

Thus began my dance journey with

Guru Smt. Yogini Gandhi, an

accomplished international Odissi and

Kathak dancer!

We are back with Part 2 of tales, trials, and triumphs!
We have heard stories from her colorful schooling,
from home, government, and alternative school
spaces. Step into Jioo's dancing shoes and run
alongside her take on the "rat race" in this volume!

Ready for dance!



A Gurukul and Cloudy Grannies

I gradually started appreciating the

aesthetics and depth of classical dance

and realised how demanding the art form

is. These long weekend classes and

travelling soon started to exhaust me and

made my Mondays difficult in school. I

started missing school every alternate

Saturday. Fortunately, my school was

supportive of this; teachers and friends

helped me cover my studies.

It was at the same time that my school

started a new project called Granny Cloud.

It is a program where a team of volunteers

around the globe reaches out to students

worldwide through Skype. Most of the

volunteers were retired teachers/

educators. The idea of connecting these

grannies/grandpas through the Internet

gave the program its name. Ours was the

first batch in the school to attend it.

My granny lived in the U.K. Our group used

to spend an hour every week skyping with

her. We discussed differences in culture

and language, science, and math. Grannies

gave us assignments, and so did we. 

Didi was an unusual Guru. She was a

rigorous dance teacher and a loving,

caring, and progressive person. My mother

and I used to travel a 100 km from Phaltan

to Pune by bus on Saturday mornings and

stayed at her home during the weekend

classes. Living with Guru and learning

from her is the essence of the Gurukul

system. I was fortunate to have a glimpse

of it during my stay with Didi.

We spent hours refining a single dance

movement. Didi believed that to gain

strength and stamina for dancing, muscle

training and cardio exercises are essential.

So that’s what we did on Sundays. She

helped me explore every aspect of dance. 
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Grannies gave us
assignments, and so did we.
Being a Harry Potter fan, I

remember asking her to
gather information about the

history of the Kings Cross
Station, London, as her
homework for the week.

Before we realised, it was already 2017,

and my 10th boards were coming up.

Schools usually ask students to stop their

co-curricular activities and focus on their

studies during this time. KNB never forced

me to do that. I attended a national Scout
Guide Camp, passed my fifth Tabla

examination, and worked as an assistant

director for a play by the school.  It

became my most memorable year at KNB.

Being a Harry Potter fan, I remember

asking her to gather information about

the history of the Kings Cross Station,

London, as her homework for the week. 

The program gave us the exposure we

couldn't get elsewhere. It encouraged us

to speak and interact in English, as most

of the time, it was the only common

language between us. 
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Jioo and her group
celebrating their granny's

birthday virtually!



In June 2018, the results of the Board

Exams were declared. I had scored 97.8%.

My success was a dramatic moment for

me and most people around me, but my

parents reacted to it differently. They

didn’t believe that these marks were an

indication of my intelligence.

My father said to me-

"I feel proud and happy for your success

in the SSC examination. But you should

try to discover and feel the joy of learning

going beyond exams, for that joy is

everlasting, unlike the momentary

successes. "Remember, your exam was an

unfair race. Many ran it without the

privileges you had and probably scored

less than you because of this fact. Going

ahead in your life, if you could do

something for them, this success will be

worth it. "
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"Remember, your exam was 

an unfair race. Many ran it 

without the privileges you 

had and probably scored 

less than you because of 

this fact. Going ahead in 

your life, if you could do 

something for them, this 

success will be worth it. "

A Rat Race to a Better Place

It was time to move out of Phaltan and

find a junior college for the 11th and 12th

grades. I had a lot of choices. I enjoyed

doing sciences in school and decided to

continue studying it. I joined Laxmanrao

Apte Jr. College. I had chosen this college

for two reasons – 

1) It had the highest cut-off, which I

thought meant that the quality of

education would be good, and 

2) being a small college, I wouldn't feel

lost in the culture of a big city.

I remember my first day of college vividly.

I sat nervously in the third row, wondering

whether I'll be able to cope with English,

now the medium of instruction.



Before 12th grade, I joined coaching

classes for each subject. They were highly

exam-oriented and practice-based. We

wrote hundreds of reactions in chemistry

repeatedly to memorise them; solved

thousands of sums in math, and left

physics shrouded in mystery. 

Jioo Nimkar
B.Sc. B.Ed. Mathematics 

2020 batch 
 

I scored well in the first tests. But

something was wrong…It took me a while

to figure out that the marks I got were

because of mere memorization. I couldn’t

explain anything I learnt to anyone.

Though I was a regular and sincere

student, I didn't enjoy learning for the first

time in my life. Not comprehending what

was going on in class was disturbing for

me. It didn't take long to reach a point

where I couldn't understand most of what

happened in class. 

I decided to apply for the B.Sc. B.Ed. dual

degree program in Math. Once my

admission at APU got confirmed, it

became clear that I would become a

teacher.  My parents support me in this

decision. Afterall, they understand the

importance of good teachers.

 

I still have to learn a lot about how to

teach but it is a learning curve I am

looking forward to.

I soon realised that understanding English

wasn't a problem except for some

subject-specific terminologies. I started

working on my language skills. At home, I

wrote all the unfamiliar terms on the wall

in big font and read my textbooks aloud.
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But unlike college, at least the teachers

were available for discussions and we

could ask questions.

I had never considered that having good

teachers was so important. I suddenly

started appreciating my parents’ work in

the field of teacher professional
development. I started wanting to study

education. My father asked me to explore

the Azim Premji University (APU) website,

where I stumbled upon a video by Dr.

Shantha Bhushan, a mathematics

professor. In the video she spoke about

the design of the math course and its

pedagogy. I could immediately resonate

with what she was saying!

I sat nervously in the third row,
wondering whether I'll be able to

cope with English, now the
medium of instruction.



TEACHER FEATURE

INTERVIEW

Prerana Sudarshan 

 B.Sc. B.Ed. Biology

2019 batch

 

Jhanvi Bhosale 

 B.Sc. B.Ed. Biology

2019 batch
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In this episode of Teacher Feature, Prerana, 

 with support from Jhanvi, interviews 

Ms Sunita, the only Hindi teacher at Azim

Premji School, Yadgir. She shares with us

stories from her journey as a teacher,

contrasting her prior experience with her

experiences at the Azim Premji School. She

also dives into the pedagogy of the

classroom, challenges that come with

classroom management and the

expectations she has from her students.

Watch the video interview in Hindi or read

the transcript in English.

Scan the QR
code for the

interview

Or click here to watch it on

Youtube! 

Transcript of the interview

https://youtu.be/KFRe7tCrwRE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S7BZa0yef3tqcxUCWyjVOkGge08xtmX1RUw7YybZ30Y/edit?usp=sharing


“Education is the achievement of

valuable knowledge” wrote the

philosopher RS Peters. One of the

perspective courses as part of the BSc

BEd programme, Nature and Purpose of

Education, expanded on this and

emphasised that education is the

imparting of knowledge in both breadth

and in depth. At a school level, although  

Bound to the Text

 What is the role of textbooks in

providing students with an

understanding of the subjects learnt in

school? Read on as Pavithra sheds light

on this and shares her take on how one

particular topic has been presented in

the science textbook.

depth is not the focus, it is necessary for

students to gain a holistic

understanding of the subjects learnt in

school. If not, does schooling really have

any purpose and value? 

Textbooks are the primary resources

that most teachers across the country

rely on to cover content knowledge.

They are one of the most easily

accessible resources and act to guide

both teachers and students through the

learning process. A considerable

number of teachers view the textbook

to be a Bible of sorts and plan their

classes solely based on textbook

content. 
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On one of the days during my Induction

into Teaching (a course where we as

student-teachers enter classrooms and

take lessons), I attempted to understand

how the chapter ‘Cell’ has been

presented in textbooks across two grade

levels: Grade 8 and Grade 9. Upon a

thorough reading, I could see a clear

vertical continuity in the chapters across

the grades. The 9th grade textbook

makes references to what the students

ought to have learnt in 8th grade and

expands on it further. However, I

personally felt that the 8th grade chapter

is designed and structured much better

than the one in the 9th grade textbook.  

This calls for textbook design to be robust,

interactive and such that it incorporates

multimodal methods of teaching and

learning. 

The jump from the content covered in

8th grade to that covered in 9th seems to

be massive. The 9th-grade textbook

makes use of terms that may be

unfamiliar to students without any

attempt made to expand on them to

make it accessible to the students. To

provide an example: scientific terms such

as DNA, gene and inheritance have been

mentioned very loosely in passing. I

understand that it is necessary to cover

these concepts but this doesn’t seem like

the greatest way that this could be done.

Constraints on page limit and length of a

chapter also has implications on how the

chapter is structured and what content is

given precedence. Being able to strike a

balance between the depth and breadth of

content along with pitching it at a level

such that it conforms with the ZPD (Zone of

Proximal Development) of the children of a

specific age level is extremely challenging.
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Instead, a timeline demarcating

important landmark discoveries which

led to the formulation of the cell theory

could be included. This is something I

plan on doing in class with my students.

This brings focus to the story and allows

for students to appreciate the process of

science. The second chapter would

include understanding the cell, its

composition, the organelles of the cell,

their structure and function. The third

chapter could be used to talk about

supplementary concepts such as

transport through the cell, properties and

processes like semi-permeability, turgor

pressure, osmosis, diffusion, hypotonic,

hypertonic and isotonic solutions,

plasmolysis. 

magnifying glass, simple microscope,

compound microscope and the electron

microscope. The current version of the

chapter consists of only a small box,

where they talk about the discovery of the

cell and its story. 
I do not think this vast range of content

should be covered haphazardly in a single

chapter. Segregating it into smaller

chapters would additionally allow for

enough opportunity to substantiate and

provide a better understanding to the

students. 

As much as we’d like to say breadth across

the different forms of understanding is

pivotal at a school level, it would be futile

if this does not create a clear picture of

themes and concepts that they have

learnt. 
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Being able to strike a balance 

between the depth and breadth 

of content along with pitching it 

at a level such that it conforms 

with the ZPD (Zone of Proximal 

Development) of the children of 

a specific age level is extremely 

challenging.

Through this analysis, I also envisioned

how I would go about redesigning and

restructuring the chapter given the

chance. Firstly, since the chapter is

extremely lengthy, I think it would be wise

to split it up into three separate ones. The

first chapter would start off with the

history and origin of the word ‘cell’

followed by stories around it, including

tracing the important discoveries of the

Pavithra M 

 B.Sc. B.Ed. Biology

2018 batch

 



FROM THose on the

FRONTLINES

Scan the QR
code for the
interview!

In this edition of From the Frontlines, Deepthi and Risha talk to Ramzan
Wazirsab, a 4th-year B.Sc. B.Ed. Biology student at Azim Premji University.

Ramzan worked with Ahimsa Welfare Society in Madhya Pradesh, an organization

dealing with child-related issues like child marriage, abuse, and child labour. He

also had the chance to speak to several stakeholders in Superintendent of Police

(SP), Child Welfare Committee (CWC), Juvenile Justice Board (JJB), school and

Anganwadi teachers and other government officials during the internship. Come

along as he shares his experiences and learnings from this time. 

Listen to this insightful conversation in Hindi or read the interview transcript in

Hindi or English.

Click here to read the transcript

Click here to listen to this

interview on Youtube

Deepthi Perlapu
 B. Sc. B. Ed. Biology 

2019 batch

Ramzan Wazirsab
 B. Sc. B. Ed. Biology 

2019 batch

Risha Vaidya
 B. Sc. B. Ed. Biology 

2019 batch
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https://youtu.be/2hiMzHtOgdE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HE-GadYb8hPICrEIJEsTgdvZczJGH5lb8lyCurDpOYw/edit?usp=sharing


Until late October, I had been shadowing

a teacher through their eighth-grade

Biology and Chemistry classes. After this,

I had started teaching my unit plan on

Ecology.

After having taken three classes, I

decided to give the students a worksheet

since I would not be seeing them for

nearly a week. The teacher, whom I

shadow, suggested I set a quick refresher

sheet that they can do in a short span of

time, and give them around five days to

complete it. Apart from keeping in touch

with the material, the worksheet’s

purpose was also an assessment for

learning. 

WORKING WITH
WORKSHEETS
Convinced that making worksheets is a

monotonous process? Think again!
Read on as this pre-service teacher shares her
'not-so-short' story of creating a worksheet and

analyzing its impact on her students!

In one class, we covered certain

fundamental concepts (producer,

consumer, decomposer) in the unit on

Ecology and also attempted to read a

few basic food chains. It was clear that

the aim of the class was to introduce the

terms, and not necessarily teach them

about food chains. In the class after this,

we explored the different kinds of food

chains. Thus, the worksheet serves to

bridge the gap between the two classes.

Using an actual food chain introduces

students to the very idea of it, and

guides them to read and interpret it in a

step-by-step manner. It then builds on

one food chain to form a web and asks

students to isolate a few chains

involving specific organisms. Along with

this, two questions ask students to

compare the effects of one missing

organism population, within a single

food chain and a food web. 
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These two questions are not yet

relevant to the concepts at hand, but

we expect students to think about such

consequences. I chose to incorporate

those two, in order to understand

where the students stand, and also to

nudge them to think in that direction.

The last thing I added to the worksheet

was a self-assessment. The question

simply asked them to explain which

part of the worksheet was confusing for

them. 

Later, I learned that most students

mentioned the population questions

were difficult, while a good number also

stated that reading a food web is tricky.

Some students said nothing was

confusing, but I took this at face value

only after reading their actual answers. 

This worksheet has been incredibly useful

for me to get a sense of the class and

where each student stands. Although

only half the class attempted it, I already

knew which parts of the upcoming

lessons needed emphasis. For example, I

now knew that I had to pay more

attention while teaching that all food

chains start with producers (not

consumers), and can end anywhere!

Essentially, through the students' answers

to my worksheet, I could tell which topics

require more discussion, and where I

need to step in to explain the alternate

conceptions of students. Moreover, I

could also tell if this worksheet has been

effective in scaffolding students through

the transition from term to application. In

some cases, I could see that they are able

to extend the concepts discussed in class

to this new way of using them. Some

other students are a lot more advanced

than the rest of the class (they were

already bringing in the effects of

population on food chains in the first

class itself). There are also some students

who require traditional teaching in order

to grasp the concept better. 

Snippet from 
the worksheet!
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These worksheets are also very

interesting to read because I can hear the

individual voices of students as I read

through their answers (this is difficult to

hear in their class since many people talk

over each other, and there isn't enough

time to give individual attention to 33

people). 

Some answers actually were beyond me

and brought in other interlinked

concepts effortlessly. One such answer

was in response to a question related to

the consequences of the death of many

rabbits in a food chain. The student

wrote, “the grass will have more nutrients

due to the decomposition of the rabbits

and will grow more.” I didn’t even think

to connect decomposition to grass,

although this was discussed in class for

10 minutes. I was very surprised to see

this connection because they were right

and I felt really happy for the student to

see how much he had learned. 

To an extent, I think I am also mapping

out the ZPD (Zone of Proximal

Development) of these students, and

trying to see how much I can push them

to learn independently before I need to

step in. 

From the responses so far, I think that a

majority of the students had mostly

understood the idea of reading food

chains. There might be a couple of minor

gaps, but they just need to be clarified.

Most students echo my sentiments in

their self-assessment, and the parts they

find confusing are the same parts I think

they need support with. Some students

are vastly overestimating themselves, so I

know that I might need to help them

grasp the correct concept before this

one becomes cemented. I also know that

some students will not fill up the form,

either because they are travelling, or

because they have a history of needing

extra support with independent work. 

I found myself smiling at 

many answers because 

they explained a concept 

back to me with such 

clarity and simplicity that I 

marvelled at how much 

these students know! 

Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD)
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Another such example that really blew

me away with its complexity was in the

same context but related to the prey of

kites. “This would be a problem for those

animals, an example would be sparrows

since they would be more focused, the

predators are hunting more of them

down”, wrote this child. The phrase

“more focused” could also be

quantitatively studied as vigilance. In

fact, this is one of the most complex

things to study in the field of animal

behaviour as we learned in our course

here at college. There are also studies to

show that when predator 

populations are affected due to the

hunting of other producers, consumers

lower down in the food chain are often

shown to have a population boom,

accompanied by reduced displays of fear.

These are complex topics and to see

something similar in an 8th grader’s

worksheet was simply remarkable! I was

so so excited to see them make such

connections, and I felt very proud even

though I wasn't the one who taught

them this. Needless to say, I am looking

forward to reading more responses, and

then actually discussing their answers on

Monday!

Submitted anonymously by a fourth-
year B.Sc. B.Ed. student 
(2018-2022 batch)
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Want to see the worksheet
from the lesson plan? 
Scan the QR code!



Changing with the Tides

Online teaching and the use of

technology in the classroom has changed

the landscape of education. Needless to

say it has come with the challenges of

being able to accommodate and provide

access to all children across the country.

However, in this process teachers have

had to find new tools and methods to

adapt and make their teaching more

effective through this medium. 

As part of our Local School Engagement, I

have been observing online classes for the

past few months. I observed five classes

today. Three of them were Social studies

for the fifth grade and two were

geography for the sixth grade. The fifth

grade class and one of the six grade

sections had a test on the chapter that

they had previously done. It was a short

fifteen minute test. I noticed that both

the teacher and the students have

adjusted well with the technological

aspects of the teaching-learning process

in the online mode. As the teacher shared

the screen, students were quick to take

screenshots. 

There is also a lot of emphasis on

organising one’s work: having separate

spaces to write tests, underlining

classwork and homework in different

colours to show the distinction,

segregating chapters and lessons using

tags etc. I believe this is to have a better

sense and distinction of all the different

kinds of activities happening in class. I

didn’t think these things would be given

as much importance in an online setting

but they seem to have retained the same

structure as would be followed in an

offline setting.

When I asked my CT (Cooperating

Teacher) about this, she said she likes

having things planned out and organised

well. 

Stay with Mudita as she gives us a sneak peek into an online

classroom taking us through how teachers have taken to

innovative ways to keep up with the changing times.
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Mudita Kathait

B.Sc. B.Ed Mathematics

2019 batch 
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SOIL

Climate

FIRST war of independence

She thinks that this also helps make SST,

a subject that is generally perceived to be

boring, more interesting. She encourages

children to take interest in their writing

by adding colours and highlighting

things in their notebooks. 

She cleverly picks colours for a particular

chapter. For example, for a chapter like

soil the colour would be brown, for

climate it would be blue, for the first war

of independence it would be red. The

idea of making the notebooks colourful

was something I really liked.

Today’s classes gave me an insight into

how one can find ways to keep children

interested in the work they do.

Online teaching can be challenging but

finding ways to make it smoother and

also enjoyable for the child is crucial. 

"She encourages children to take interest
in their writing by adding colours and

highlighting things in their notebooks." 



Dear Diary

Often we assume that stories

are told only through words but

is that really true? Younger

children speak more through

their drawings than through

their words. Step into the

minds of the children of the
Azim Premji School, Dhamtari
as we look at what transpires

on the pages of their books. 
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Education is a pathway for success, at least that’s what we all grew up

listening to. The importance of education has fueled young children to

become responsible, knowledgeable adults. However, it is useful for us to

think about how much importance we put on education without taking into

consideration the question of access to resources for education. An apparent

consequence of the lack of access to education can be seen in the lives and

experiences of children with hearing impairment. 

In India, students are largely impacted by the lack of proper infrastructure

for the development of a common form of communication. The Indian Sign

Language is one such form of communication for and with the deaf. Sign

languages use visual cues such as hand gestures, signals, facial expressions,

and body movements as a medium of communication. There, unfortunately,

is a severe lack of sign-language interpreters in India. 

A remedial teacher, who teaches sign language for hearing-impaired and

speech-impaired students, shared how “deaf Indians often do not feel that

their sign language is a real language.” Communicating in sign language is

considered a lower form of communication than spoken language, thereby

inheriting some of the negative prejudices towards sign language that are so

prevalent among India's hearing people. 

Hear Me Out...
What is education? Who has access to it? Are children who 
are hard of hearing denied quality education? Read on as 

Priyanka shares with us her thoughts along with presenting 
the experiences of an experienced professional in the field. 
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Many deaf children in India struggle to get

a good education. In India, education for

the deaf was primarily done through oral

instruction. The remedial teacher said

“ब�हरेपणा हेअपंग�व मानलेजातेआ�ण �हणन ू�याकडे

काहीतरी वेगळे�हणनू पा�हलेजात” meaning,

deafness is considered as a disability and

therefore viewed as something different.

She says, there are a lot of stigmas

associated with sign language versus

being deaf.

She often used both the sign language

approach and the oral approach to teach.

She says, “��येकजण महारा�ीय नस�यामळु फ�

सांके�तक भाषा �शकवणेकठ�ण होत” - how there is a

lot of Indian sign language inconsistency

and a lack of data supporting the

usefulness of a multilingual approach. She

doesn’t know how to sign certain words

and ends up teaching the kids using oral

education. 

When I asked her about what resources

she uses to teach her students, she said

that she looks at the ISL dictionary to learn

new words.  

Another important ‘resource’ that she

mentioned was patience. She emphasized

how she had to be patient in every class

and learn facial expressions or body

movements to open up new ways to

communicate. 

She also said that she didn’t just teach

students who were deaf or hard-of-

hearing but also students with special

needs. She had to constantly adjust her

focus in the classroom for her students

and at times it became difficult for her to

pay attention to everyone. 

Deafness is something that has to be

treated”.  

In her career as a remedial teacher she

says, she has met many parents who

wanted their deaf or hard-of-hearing

child to be “normal”. Many were

concerned about how their kids will be

able to get married or have a job if they

don’t know how to talk. According to her,

as a teacher, she has faced a lot of

challenges in terms of teaching the

children how to sign.  
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 They, of course, tailor it according to the

needs of the classroom. With some

annoyance, the teacher talked about how

the curriculum employed in the school

does not benefit the students because it is

designed for students who do not have

impairments and are enrolled in

mainstream classes. She says "�यांना फ�

�यां�या �वतः�या �वशष ेअ�यास�माची गरज आह"े - all

they need is to have a specialized

curriculum. She suggested that the

textbooks could use sign language to

make it easier for the

children to learn. Teachers who engage

with deaf and hard-of-hearing children

often tweak the standard curriculum to

accommodate deaf language

communication.

When asked why she chose to be a

teacher for deaf and hard-of-hearing

children, she simply replied with “मला फ�

�श�क �हायचेहोतेआ�ण ही माझी आवड आह”े -

translating to “I just wanted to be a

teacher and this is my passion”

 

One of the major challenges teachers face

when it comes to teaching students who

are deaf/hard of hearing is the lack of

proper training. The remedial teacher told

me how it is difficult for her school to find

teachers who have degrees in special

needs or inclusive education, and not all

teachers who hold degrees in special

needs education know how to sign.

When I asked the teacher about what she

teaches in her school and what

curriculum she follows, she replied saying

they have to follow the mainstream

curriculum.
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I found this beautiful video where a woman

mixes bile with oil and water, and after a

while, the droplets become smaller in size. 

 The video itself, asks the students to

‘compare’ the sizes of the oil droplets in the

situation with bile and the situation

without bile. I find that using voice

modulation, and dramatic pauses is greatly

useful in building intrigue and probing

students to ‘think’ about a process. The

thing about ‘thinking’ is that it is a brain-

based approach, as we learned in the

Teaching Upper Primary Science course. 

“Today I had to repeat quite a large chunk

of the previous class on digestion in the

small intestine, as many students did not

come to class on Saturday. I was teaching

them a unit on digestion in the small

intestine, which I began by unwinding an

8-metre long ‘string model’ of the

digestive system to help them visualise

how coiled the digestive system should be

to fit inside our compact body. 

Another main concept from the unit on

digestion is the action of bile and the

emulsification of fats by bile. 
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Ever wondered how Biology might be taught in a bilingual
classroom? Uthara describes her experiences and the

nature of her students' responses.

Digesting a Lesson



It promotes better retention and memory,

giving them an opportunity to think.

Unfortunately, I think because teachers

have never really encouraged students to

think in class before, the students are

reluctant to come up with responses.

There are usually two to three types of

student responses I have seen. Either they

overestimate the question and are

reluctant to answer because they think

their answer is too simplistic. Or they just

aren't able to make the connection that I

want them to. In this case, one strategy

would be to tell them the answer.

 I, however, find myself taking

spontaneous decisions where I further

push students to think more. This goes on

for a while till someone zeroes in on the

answer. This approach’s purpose

sometimes is defeated when I basically

give them two options with the answer. I

however find myself resorting to this

strategy once in a while, especially when

the children are unable to answer mainly

because of the language gap. 

While it is definitely not the most

desirable way of eliciting responses, it is

my last resort and is far better than just

‘telling’ them the answer. At least they are

considering the two options and are

thinking a little bit about the problem at

hand. 

I find that students at the end of my

classes are able to recap at least 50-60%

of what they understand quite well. A few

students do show a bit of expressive

language and explain the concept in

Kannada and English. 

Uthara's chart used for a classroom activity!
Students were asked to put sticky notes as labels
for each organ and exclude those notes that had
the names of the organs which weren't a part of
the digestion system.
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Students learn 
the functions of each 
of the organs of the

digestive system
through a catchy song!
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In this case, students were quite awe-

struck by how long the small intestine was. 

I was able to capture this emotion of theirs

and help them connect this length to the

idea of surface area for absorption.

Hopefully, every time they need to

remember the ‘site’ of nutrient absorption,

they will remember the very long small

intestine. I find myself enjoying this process

of teaching so much. It makes me sad that

we will be leaving soon.

Some students try very hard to talk in

English, and this is usually using the

language that I use. Language and clarity

of articulation aside, I really do see

conceptual understanding in the children.

They are, for the most part, able to fulfil the

learning objective of ‘articulation’. 

The string model activity too was quite a

success! The big learning for me from this

was to always try and help students feel an

emotion before they learn a concept.

Wonder, surprise, happiness are beautiful

examples of emotions that can be induced

in children, and if this is paired with a good

lesson, students will easily remember and

absorb a concept.

CHECK THIS OUT!

Scan the QR code to watch the video!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jY9zi7G_23GloQFs8zzK20tO0x9w-gX9/view?usp=sharing
https://www.canva.com/link?target=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Ffile%2Fd%2F1jY9zi7G_23GloQFs8zzK20tO0x9w-gX9%2Fview%3Fusp%3Dsharing&design=DAE7tZt42uA


"Both success 

and failure 

are said 

to be gr
eat

teachers"

I believe that teaching and learning can have no beginning or

end, no limitations or boundaries, no conditions or restrictions.

Learning is a continuous process and it is rightly said that one

learns at every moment of one's life. We also learn from our

experiences; this has now been accepted as a formal

pedagogical technique called experiential learning. We learn

from every person we interact with directly or indirectly. Both

success and failure are said to be great teachers – in reinforcing

or correcting past actions and behavior. Traveling is a form of

learning as it teaches us to come out of our comfort zones and

broaden our horizons of knowledge. Sports are wonderful

learning experiences that teach us to follow rules, to work as a

team, and to respect our competitors. Thus, the answers to the

questions ‘who is a teacher, what is teaching’ can be varied and

multidirectional.

In the simplest of words, the act of teaching implies imparting

knowledge where knowledge itself can be defined as

information, understanding, and skills that one acquires

through learning. This brings to mind a basic question- why do

we require this knowledge? Well, to do anything in life, to

make sense of the world around us or even to just ‘live’ we

need to know, to understand, and to learn certain things in the

form of information, facts, skills, behavior and so on. We may

thus surmise that anyone (or anything) who (or which) helps to

add to knowledge can be called a ‘teacher’. 

What is
Teaching? Who
is a Teacher?
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Stay with us as Joyeeta tackles certain fundamental
questions and shares with us what teaching is.



Thus, the answers to the questions ‘who

is a teacher, what is teaching’ can be

varied and multidirectional.

In the conventional sense, parents are

the first teachers followed by many

individuals who, in their capacity as

‘teachers’ enter a person’s life in various

stages of learning in the formal settings

of educational institutions that we call

schools, colleges, and universities.

Numerous sayings eulogize the role of

teachers in our lives. From Aristotle and

Socrates, Gautam Buddha and

Mahatma Gandhi, Robert Frost and

Paulo Coelho, from a wise

septuagenarian to a young preschooler

– everyone has had something to say

about their teacher(s) – a wise quote, a

few words of admiration and gratitude,

an interesting anecdote, a witty

reminiscence, or a memory – good and

bad. 

While it is said that ‘teaching is a

profession that creates all other

professions,’ there is no doubt that the

role of teachers has evolved

significantly over time.

In India, in ancient times, we had the

Guru-Shishya Parampara where

knowledge was passed down in a

lineage of a succession of Gurus to

students through oral discourse.

Students lived with the Gurus, served

them with devotion, and received their

blessings through their teachings. 

"Everyone has had 
something to say about their 
teacher(s) – a wise quote, a 

few words of admiration and 
gratitude, an interesting 

anecdote, a witty 
reminiscence, or a memory – 

good and bad." 
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 In fact, the role of the person in front of

the class facing the students has changed

from being a teacher to a facilitator of

learning. Of course, they still have to

guide, motivate, and mentor the learner

and also test and assess the learning

outcomes. 

With the availability of new technologies

and pedagogical tools and techniques

being developed– learning and teaching

have become more customized to

individual needs and abilities. In the

present stressful times, when a student’s

Emotional Quotient is considered as

important as Intelligence Quotient, the 

Joyeeta Ray

MA Education 

2021 batch 

role of teachers in developing well-

balanced human beings rather than well-

groomed professionals has become more

important. Do we see a time ahead when

society will see teachers completely

replaced by computer screens or perhaps

robots? Perhaps that warm pat on the

back or the affectionate admonition will

be essential no matter how high we

climb on the learning ladder.
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If we speak to our elders – a generation or

two ahead, we hear of teachers who were

strict disciplinarians, extremely dedicated

to their professions, supremely

knowledgeable, and were treated with a

great deal of reverence by their students.

As computers, followed by the world

wide web, dawned on the world, Google

Guru has come to dominate the life of

students. With all the information of the

world on their fingertips just waiting for a

press of a button – no longer is the

teacher regarded as the sole repository of

all knowledge.



What are the motivations for people wanting to be a 

teacher? How many people do you know who actually want 

to become teachers and are committed to it?

What role does a community play in what education means 

and whether children can go to school? How does one's 

background and social issues impact the educational 

experience?

How can emotions, using creative tools such as music and 

simple demonstrations help students connect with concepts 

better?

How can tools such as worksheets and assessments be used

as a way to understand student ideas and thought 

processes rather than simply looking for a right or wrong 

response?

How can we move ahead from using textbooks as a 'bible'

to yet another teaching-learning material (TLM)?

How can we use our body and language as a resource for 

creating inclusive classrooms?

Questions to Mark
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Education Seminars: From the Practitioner's Lens with Ms Anuradha D, Ms Indira S, and
Ms Madhumathi B of The Titan School, Hosur
The first one from the last semester was a presentation on understanding the background of The
Titan School, its vision, mission, and how the school culture and practices are aligned to the vision.
It explored the process of teaching-learning practices in the classroom. 

The Rise of Blended Learning with Malathi Anantha, Professional Development Manager,
Inventure Academy, Bangalore
With the profound wave of change hitting the education field, there are changes in how we learn post-
pandemic. The wave is signalling the rise of a distinctive pedagogical approach to learning called the
Blended Learning approach across the world. This presentation will address the what, why and how of
Blended Learning as a new educational approach in the teaching and learning process.

Making Assessments Meaningful Again with Ms. Prarthana Gupta from Saandeepani
Academy for Excellence, Bangalore
Ms. Gupta shared with us the important processes that Saandeepani has developed over the years in
designing assessments such that all stakeholders have clarity of what is being assessed, using the data
meaningfully to plan reteaching, remediation and enrichment activities and giving specific and
meaningful feedback to the students to help their learning efforts.

The Possibilities of Learning in Museums with Sanjana Rangan, Museum Professional at the
Robert Bruce Sanganakallu Archaeological Museum, Ballari
Sanjana Rangan introduced us to the idea of using a museum as an educational resource and a
learning environment for school students. During this talk, she spoke to us about her work with school
educators and explored the variety of educational programmes museums offer.

Re-view of the ed seminars
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Scan the QR

Click here to access the links to

the seminar recordings
or

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12MvdkYUXiNYalbSc5eSKRaRFxAtinH8AOOUAp0xkV58/edit?usp=sharing
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And most importantly - you, dear readers, for whom this is
all meant. Keep reading!

Keep learning!
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